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AssrRAcr
A revised thermodynamic model for ternary feldspars-an extensionof the approachof
Ghiorso (1984)-was made possibleby (a) inclusion of volume data for ternary feldspars
and (b) adjustment of the compositions (within analytical error) of some of the experimental data points (Seck, l97la). The excessfree-energyexpressionsof Newton et al.
(1980)are usedfor the plagioclasebinary join and thoseof Haseltonet al. (1983)for alkali
feldspar. Excessterms for the An-Or join and for ternary interaction were obtained from
Seck's experiments by the method of linear least squares.The new model is consistent
with most occurrencesof natural ternary feldsparsand with experiments on strongly ternary feldspars.Most ternary feldsparshave negativeexcessvolumes-an important constraint on pressurecorrections in geothermometry.
The activity expressionsof this model permit yet another formulation of the two-feldspar geothermometerthat fully takes ternary solution into account; it yields three temperatures,one eachfor Ab, Or, and An equilibria. Few published analysesof feldsparpairs
give concordanttemperatures,probably becausesmall errors in composition strongly affect
the calculated temperatures.However, if the compositions of coexisting feldsparsare allowed to vary within expected analytical error, three concordant temperatures can be
calculatedfor feldsparpairs that were closeto being in equilibrium. The program presented
will also indicate pairs that could not have been in equilibrium. This thermometer is more
useful than previous two-feldspar thermometers becauseit (l) fully accountsfor ternary
solid solution, (2) indicateswhether the two feldsparscould have been in equilibrium, and
(3) gives further information about how the feldsparcompositions may have beenchanged
by such postcrystallization processesas alkali exchangeand subsolidus exsolution. Our
thermometer yields temperaturessimilar to those obtained using the formulation of Haselton et al. (1983) for pairs of feldspars close to binary compositions, and much more
reasonabletemperaturesfor strongly ternary compositions than any previous thermometer'

AND pREvrous woRx '
The ternary-feldspar system has been given much attention over the past few decades,mainly for purposesof
geothermometry. In the ternary-feldspar system, NaAlSirO8-KAlSirOr-CaAlrSirO,(for this paper, Ab, Or, and
An components,respectively),there is complete solid solution at high temperatures on the Ab-Or and Ab-An
binaries, but limited solid solution between An and Or
and between plagioclaseand alkali feldspars within the
ternary. The compositions of the coexisting feldsparsare
strong functions of temperature; effectsof pressuremust
also be taken into account.Most formulations of the feldspar thermometer concentrateon two feldspar binaries,
Ab-An and Ab-Or, and do not fully account for ternary
compositions(Barth, l95l; Stormer, 1975; Powell and
Powell, 1977; Whitney and Stormer, 19771-Brown and
Parsons,l98l; Haselton et al., 1983). Thermodynamically basedthermometers should be designedto account
for ternary solid solutionin both the plagioclaseand alkali feldspar phases(Brown and Parsons, 1985). These
INtnonucrroN
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double-binary thermometers do not utilize the fact that
two feldspars coexisting in equilibrium must have the
activities of all their componentsequal, not just those of
Ab. What is neededis a description of the system in ternary terms: ternary mixing parameters can be modeled
from existing temary experimental data and then used to
predict temperaturesof equilibrium of coexistingnatural
feldspars.A thermometer basedon ternary expressionsis
not limited to compositions closeto the feldsparbinaries;
it eliminates arbitrary projection of ternary compositions
to the binaries; and, most important, it provides valuable
tests for equilibrium between coexisting feldspars. It is
incumbent on any petrologist, when applying any thermometer, to offer evidencethat the phasesinvolved were
at some time in equilibrium; it may be necessaryto reconstructoriginal compositionsof exsolvedphases,or to
decide which portions of zoned feldsparsmay have been
inequilibrium.Agreatadvantageofafeldsparthermometer based on a ternary model is that it allows an additional test of equilibrium-provided, of course,that one
believes the model to be correct-because the three si-
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TABLE1. Excessterms for ternaryfeldspars(in joules)
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Note: Wn: WH- TWs + PyVy.Absence oJ an entry means that the parameterwas set or assumed to be zero Boldfacevalues are results of least(+1o) in parameters
squaresfits to the data of Seck (1971a,1971b).Valuesin ( ) are uncertainties
' Excessvolumesfor this study were fitted to the data of Newtonet al. (1980)and Krollet al. (1986).
.' lryterms for Ab-Or taken from Thompson and Hovis (1979)
[Ghiorso] and from Haseltonet al. (1983) [Green and Usdansky,this study].
f ytl terms for An-Ab taken from Newton et al. (1980).

multaneous equilibria (among Ab, An, and Or components) provide redundant information on temperature.
Thus far, the only thermodynamic models that utilize
both existing experimental data and explicit formulations
for ternary mixing parametersare thoseof Ghiorso (1984)
and of Greenand Usdansky(1986).Both of thesemodels,
though successfulfor some feldspars,have certain drawbacks: (l) they are basedon synthesisexperiments,(2)
they use a single equation of state for both monoclinic
and triclinic feldspars,(3) they lack volume data for ternary feldspars,and (4) they predict unrealistic temperatures for many natural and synthetic ternary feldspars.
Becausewe neededto apply a solution model to strongly ternary natural and syntheticfeldspars(Fuhrman, 1986;
Fuhrman et al., unpub. ms.), we have devisedyet another
model-one that also includes volume data for ternary
feldspars(Kroll et al., 1986).Our model sharesthe first
two drawbacks of the earlier models-use of synthesis
data and of a singleequation of state.Becausethere must
be a first-order thermodynamic differencebetween feldsparswith the two different structures,at least two equations are required for a rigorous formulation. Although
we recognizethat feldspar models must ultimately use at
leasttwo separateequations,we believe that the data now
available-both for phase equilibria and for volumesdo not justify such a level of sophistication.For example,
it is not always clear which structure a given feldspar had
when it was in equilibrium, yet such information would
be absolutely essentialifone were to try to fit a separate
equation to each feldspar structure. Furthermore, separate equations would more than double the number of
unknowns to be fitted to the data: additional Margules
parameterswould be required, and we would also need
free-energyterms for the monoclinic-to-triclinic reactions
for end-member Ab, An, and Or. Accordingly, we have
retained the single-equationmodel despite its shortcomings, with the full realization that as well-reversedexperimental data on ternary feldsparsbecome available, two
or more equations of state will be more appropriate.
Ternary solution model
A ternary solution model involves expressionsfor configurational entropy (ideal part ofactivity terms) and for

excessfree energy (activity coefficients).Ghiorso (1984)
extendedthe Al-avoidance model for the entropy of plagioclase(Newton et al., 1980;Kerrick and Darken, 1975)
to ternary feldspars;for pure ternary feldspars,his expressionsareequivalentto the site-mixingterms(Price,1985)
that were adoptedby Green and Usdansky(1986).Both
of thesemodels employ ternary Margules expressionsfor
excessenergy(Wohl, 1953;Andersenand Lindsley,1981),
which involve parametersfor each of the three binaries,
plus-in Ghiorso's model-a ternary excessterm. Both
models used published values for the Ab-An and the
Ab-Or joins (Table l). Becausethere are essentiallyno
experimental data for the third binary (An-Or), they calculated asymmetric Margules parametersfor it by modeling the experimentaldata of Seck (l97la, l97lb) for
ternary parrs.
The results of these earlier calibrations are shown in
Table l. The conventions for labeling the parametersin
Table 1 are those of Andersen and Lindsley (1981),
Ghiorso (1984), and Green and Usdansky (1986); they
are opposite to those used by Haselton et al. (1983).
Ghiorso concluded that the ternary term is significant
only at low L His method yields a temperature dependence for each unknown, so his model uses six new parameters to describe the system: three excessenthalpies
(Wr) and three excessentropies(2"). Green and Usdansky likewise calculatedsix new parameters;however, they
concluded that the ternary terms were unnecessary,and
instead they extractedlargepositive excessvolume terms
for the An-Or binary on the basis of Seck'sexperiments
a t 1 , 5 , a n d l 0 k b a r( l 9 7 l a , 1 9 7 l b ) .
The approach adopted by Ghiorso and by Green and
Usdansky provides a definite improvement on previous
two-feldspar geothermometersby using explicit ternary
mixing parametersto describethe feldspar system.However, both models have problems in predicting some feldspar relationships:they predict lessmiscibility in the terby many natural feldspars.
nary feldsparsthan is suggested
Among these are ternary mesoperthitesfrom the Sybille
Monzosyenite(Fuhrman, 1986) and from the Klokken
Syenogabbro(Parsonsand Brown, 1983). Independent
thermometers suggestthat these feldsparscrystallized at
950-1020 'C, whereasGhiorso's model would require
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temperatures above 1200 oC and the thermometer of
Green and Usdansky gives strongly disparate temperatures for each ofthe three equilibria. It is likely that the
determinationsof Seck(197la, I 97 I b) underestimateAn
in alkali feldspar,possibly as the result ofanalytical error
or of incomplete equilibrium in Seck's experiments or
both. Seck's analytical method, X-ray determinations
combined with geometric constraints,has a probable uncertainly of up to 2 molo/o(and even more for strongly
ternary compositions)and allows considerablelatitude in
the choice of "best" values. He reported very low solubility of An in alkali feldspar and, more important, very
little increasein that solubility with increasingtemperature. By adopting Seck'svalues,the earlier modelerswere
forced to include a negativeexcessentropy term for one
of the An-Or Margules parameters, a highly unusual
property for silicatesif real. As we show in a later section,
very small increases(well within the analytical uncertainty) in the An content of alkali feldspar for Seck'shighertemperature experiments can eliminate the need for this
negatrveexcessentropy.
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Equation I therefore becomes
v:

Xo,vo, + x^hv^b + x^nv^n + wv.o,^b(xo.x^b)
+ w y.o,^"(xo,xA")(x
x ^J 2)
""+

+ wvo"o,(xox"")(x",+ x^"/2)
+ wvo,^b^"(xo1"oxo,).

(4)

We used volume data from Kroll et al. (1986) and
Newton et al. (1980) in a least-squaresrefinement of
Equation 4 to yield values for Wr.o,oo,W.o,o' W.ono,,
artd W,o,ooonfiable l). (Attempts to use other combinations of parameters-for example W,*o" and W.o"*
without the ternary term-did not fit the data nearly so
well; the refined value for W.o,on was found to be zero
within error and was therefore set to zero in the final
fitting.) The value for W.o^o is similar to such values
found by Thompson and Hovis (1979) and Kroll et al.
(1986),but is about l0o/olarger,a resultofour fitting data
for binary and ternary feldspar simultaneously.The data
yield significant negative excessvolumes for the ternary
and for one of the An-Or binary terms, an important
result becauseit implies that as feldsparsbecome more
strongly ternary, the effect of pressureon the miscibility
gap becomesthe opposite of that on the alkali feldspar
binary: at constanttemperature,the ternary-feldsparmisPnBsrNr sruDY
cibility gap becomesnarrower with increasing pressure.
We have followedthe approachof Ghiorso (1984)with
This effect is suggestedindependently by experimentson
the following exceptions:(1) we fitted the volume data of
ternary feldspars,where at similar temperatures,higher
Kroll et al. (1986) and Newton et al. (1980) to obtain
pressures(5 kbar) produced more strongly ternary feldexcessvolumes for the An-Or join and for the ternary;
sparsthan did low pressures(1 atm) (Fuhrman, 1986).
(2) like Green and Usdansky (1986) we used the alkali
As in the casefor the free energies,rigorous treatment of
feldsparmodel of Haselton et al. (1983) for the Ab-Or
volumes would require two equations, one each for
join; (3) we used Seck's data but (for reasonsexplained the
triclinic and monoclinic feldspars.Nevertheless,the volin a later section)omitted the 650 "C experiments;(4) we
ume data clearly show that a single-phaseternary feldspar
adjustedthe compositionsof someof Seck'sexperiments
has a lower molar volume than do coexistingplagioclase
within his analytical uncertainty to give slightly more terand alkali feldspar (lying either on or close to the binary
nary solution at the higher temperatures,
joins) of equivalent bulk composition. The small negative
excessvolume for the An-Or join derived from the volModeling of volumes
ume data of Kroll et al. contrasts strongly with the large
The molar volume of a ternary feldspar can be expositive excessvolume calculated by Green and Usdanpressedas
sky (1986) from Seck'stie line data. If Seck'spolybaric
v: xo,vo, + xAbvob+ x^"v^" + w,
(l)
experiments at 650 'C had been reversed and the compositions rigorously determined, we would accept the
where, from the expression for G.' from Andersen and
volumes extractedby Green and Usdansky; sinceneither
Lindsley(1981),
is the case,we consider it preferableto use the measured
v*: wr.o,oo(Xo{o)(Xoo+ X^"/2)
volumes. That choice is being confirmed by continuing
+ wv^bo,(xo,X"o)(x", + x""/2)
experiments on feldspar equilibria at l0 kbar (Hadjigeorgiouet al., 1987).The implications for the pressure
+ wv.o,A"(xoxi(x""+ x^J2)
+ wv.^^o,(xo,xo)(x", + xAb/2)
effect on two-feldspar thermometers are profound.
We do not have a physical explanation for these neg+ Wv.^b^,(X^rX""XX^,+ Xo,/2)
+ wv.A"Ab(x^oXo")(xoo
ative volumes of mixing, which are unusual for silicates.
+ xo,/2)
+ wv.o,^b^^(xoxooXo").
(2) If they were releatedto the Al-Si substitution, the Ab-An
join should be similarly affected, but it is not. We can
Becauseexcessvolume parametersfor the plagioclase
only surmise they result from an unexpectedinteraction
binary join are not significant (Newton et al., 1980),they
betweenK and Ca in the feldspar structure.
are set to zero. In addition, we treat excessvolume for
alkali feldspar as symmetric (Hovis, 1977; Kroll et al., Activity expressions
I 986):
The Al-avoidance model (Ghiorso, 1984) results in
Wr.*oo:
Wr,ooo..
(3)
expressionsfor ideal activities of pure ternary feldspars
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identical to those given by the site-mixing model of Price
(1985).Thus the site-mixingexpressionsused by Green
and Usdanskv(1986) are identical to Ghiorso'sand our
own for ternary compositions. Combination of the configurational terms with the expressionfor excessfree energy of mixing yields
@mix: -fsconi

+ Gs.

- Xo,)l
I XooXo"(Yz
- X", - 2X"")l
+ W^b^nlX^,.X^"(Yz
- X", - 2X'Jl
+ W^^^blX^bX^"(Yz
+ wo,Ab^,lx^,x""(1- 2x;l)/RT

Q2)

(5)

ao^: lX'^(l + X^")'z/41
- X ^" - 2X^J]
. exp{(Wo^o[XooXo,(Vz
+ w^bo,lxAbxo,(h - x"" - 2x",)l

- f?Jl
G^^: RT{X"oln[X"o(1
+ X".ln[X..(l
XL)]
+ X^.lnlx^"(l - X^")'z/4lj
+ wo,Ab(xo,x^)(x^b+ x^"/2)
+ w^bo,(xo,x^J(xo,+ x^"/2)
+ wo,^"(xo,xA)(x^"+ x^b/2)
+ X^b/z)
+ W^"o,(Xo,X^")(Xo,
+ WobA,(X^bX^")(X^"+ Xo,/2)
+ wA^^b(x^bx^")(x^b+ xo,/2)
+ wo,^b^,(xoxooXo).

+ w""o,l2xo,x""(l - xo,)

- &")
+ wo,^^l2xo,x""(1
* XooXo,(I/z - X^")1

+ w""",\K",(l- 2x^")

(6)

I XpXo,(Vz - X"")1
+ w^bA^l2x^bx^,(l- xo^)
I XooXo,(I/z- X"")1

+ w"""olxoo(l - 2x^")
If we accept previously determined values for the AbAn and Ab-Or joins, there are three unknown parameters
* X^oXo,(t/z- X"")]
in the expressionabove: Wo,An,WAno,,and Zo.ooo"-or
(13)
+ wo,^b^,lxo,Xoo(r- 2x^")l)/R7\
six if each of these Wo terms includes a temperaturedependentterm (Wr).
These activity expressionsare identical to those of
At a given P and T, two coexistingfeldsparsmust meet
Ghiorso (1984), except that we include excessvolume
the equilibrium conditions:
terms in W,, ar;,dwe include the ternary terms that were
^alk
-q^Dlas
A6(7) accidentally omitted from his published equations.
u Ab
(8)
By substitutingEquations ll-13 into Equations 7-9
a$l: aulz
gathering unknown parameters together, we obtain
and
(e)
6o;"c'
a"|\:
expressionswith a constant term on one side (all known
Equation 6 is combined with the relationship
parameters)and the three unknown W,, lerms with their
RTln a,: Gmtx+ (I - X)(dG/dX,),,o,*,.,0 (10) coemcients on the other. Like Ghiorso and Green and
Usdansky, we then employ the method of least squares
and, after differentiation and some simplification, we ob- to solve for these unknown parameters using 3n equatain the activities:
tions derived from the n experimentally determined tie
lines.
aoo: Xoo(l X7")
. exp{(W",ool2X ^bxo,(l - X oo)
Experimental data base
the most extensive
Seck(l97la, 1971b)haspresented
- XoJl
t Xo,Xo^(Vz
experimental data on coexisting ternary feldspars.There
+ w"o",lY",(I - 2X") r Xo,Xo^(t/z- &o)l
has been some question as to the attainment of equilib+ Wo,^,lxo,X^"(t/z- Xoo- 2X"")l
rium in theseexperiments(e.g.,Johannes,1979; Brown
and Parsons,l98l) both becauseof the use of gels as
+ W^"o,lxo,X^"(t/z- Xoo- 2X")l
starting materials and becauseof the generalproblem of
+ W"oo"[P""(l - 2X^) -t Xo,Xn(Vt - X"o)]
slow reaction rates in feldspar experiments. Johannes
+ w^^Abf2x^x""(l - &o)
(1979)determinedtwo tie lines at 800'C and one at 650
- X"o)]
oC using crystalline starting materials; his experiments
I Xo,Xo^(Vz
+ wo,^b^"lxo,Xo"(l- 2x^b)l)/RT\
(11) may have approachedequilibrium more closely than did
those of Seck. It is not clear a priori which data set is
"better." but we have chosento use Seck'sdata for our
ao,: Xoll - Xtr")
model because(l) Brown and Parsons(1981)noted that
. exp{(W",ooffib(l - 2Xo,) I X ooXn"(t/z- X"Jl
the regularity of Seck's results suggestsan approach to
+ wobo,l2xArx".(1 - x"J
equilibrium; (2) the number of Johannes'stie lines is too
- X"Jl
I XooXo"(t/z
small to permit modelingwhereasSeck'sdata baseis more
extensive;and (3) the previous workers had modeled the
+ w",o"lx?""(l - 2xo)
systemusing Seck'sdata, and we wanted to compare the
I X^oX^^(t/z- X".)l
resultingmodels.
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The most important differencebetween our approach
and those of Ghiorso and of Green and Usdansky lies in
the use of the experimental data base.We omitted Seck's
data at 650 "C because(a) they had the largest residuals
in our initial least-squaresrefinement, (b) they are least
likely fo have approachedequilibrium, and (c) it is not
clear that high-temperatureparameterswould be appropriate for temperaturesbelow 700'C. Ghiorso usedSeck's
data as tabulated, an approach that would avoid bias if
the errors in composition were randomly distributed. But
it is clear from Seck'stext and the smooth variation of
composition in his figures that his analytical methodcombined d spacingsand geometric constraints-did not
produce random errors! For each isotherm, one could
draw slightly different tie lines and solvi that are equally
compatible with the experiments. The X-ray data provide good determinations for Or but only poor constraints for An in alkali feldspars.Particularly striking are
Seck'sreported contents ofAn in alkali feldsparsat 900
oC-values that seemsuspiciouslylow when comparedto
many sanidinesand that led to a negative W" for one of
the An-Or terms in the models both of Ghiorso and of
Green and Usdansky.That negative I/", in turn, is largely
responsiblefor the unrealistic temperaturesthesemodels
predict for many ternary feldspars,both natural and synthetic. Accordingly we attempted to improve the model
by allowing small changesin Seck'spublished compositions subject to the following constraints: (l) no points
were changedby more than 1.5 mo10/o;
(2) new points
remainedconsistentwith Seck'sauxiliary experimentsthat
determine the extent of the two-feldspar field; (3) if one
feldsparcomposition was changedby a large amount (> I
molo/o),the composition of the coexisting feldspar was
alwaysmoved in a compensatingfashion to maintain bulk
composition; (4) data points were changedin directions
that reduced the least-squaresresidual values and that
were also compatible with the probable directions of analytical error. We emphasize that all compositions that
we used as input to our least-squaresrefinement are compatible with Seck'sexperimentsand thus arejust as "valid" as his published values. The final data points used to
calibrate the model, together with Seck's original data,
are given in Fuhrman (1986).In general,the changesin
Seck'spublished data involve small counterclockwiserotations for some tie lines and slightly more ternary solution for most of the 900 "C experiments;they also happen
to make the revised tie lines more consistent with those
ofJohannes(1979)and with the calculatedtie linesgiven
by Ghiorso(1984).
Our method further departed from that of Ghiorso
(1984) at this stage.We used a polythermal data base
(7 50, 825, and 900 "C experimentsof Seck)to solve our
systemof equations simultaneouslyfor both Wo and W,
portions of each Wo. When we use the adjusted compositions as outlined above, there is no significant temperature dependenceof the thermodynamic parameters;we
obtained a good fit using only three W, parameters(Table l).
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Fig. l. Calculatedsolvi for the join An-Or basedon the
modelsof GreenandUsdansky(1986)andthis study.The solvi
calculated
by Ghiorso(writtencomm.,1987)arecloselysimilar
solubilityofAn in potassium
to ours.The apparentdecreasing
feldsparwith increasingtemperaturefor the Green-Usdansky
model reflectstheir negativevalues for W"(AnOr) and for
,V"(AnOr).Aboveapproximately1030'C, the relationsshown
containingleuwith respectto assemblages
herearemetastable
cite or liquid or both.

Green and Usdansky (1986) also fitted Seck's data
polythermally,\Miththe important diference that they also
acceptedhis 650 oC experimentsat l, 5, and l0 kbar.
Like Ghiorso, they used six adjustableparameters;however, they omitted ternary terms and instead calculated
asymmetric Margules parametersfor enthalpy, entropy,
and volume on the An-Or join. We consider the direct
volume measurementsof Kroll et al. (1986, which presumably were not available to Green and Usdansky) to
be strongly preferableto volumes extracted from the experimental tie lines-especially in view of our doubts as
to whether Seck's650'C experimentsreachedequilibrium. Green and Usdansky clearly recognizedthe difficulties with Seck's compositions. They tried to avoid the
problems of the uncertain An content of the alkali feldspars by using only the activity expressionsfor ao. (our
Eq. 8) to solve for the unknown Margules parameters.
That approach is clever and indeed elegant, but as we
will show below, it unfortunately results in some undesirable featuresof their model. We believe that our method of adjustingsomeof Seck'scompositions,though less
elegant,is preferable.
Calculated solubilities for the An-Or join. The GreenUsdansky model and our own predict similar solubilities
betweenAn and Or at 650-750'C, but there are strong
disagreementsat higher and lower temperatures(Fig. l).
In particular, the strongly negativevalues for Wo^^o,and
W, ono,in the Green-Usdanskymodel predict decreasing
solubility of An in Or with increasing temperature-a
most unlikely result. This feature carries over into the
ternary system and seriously impairs temperatures calculated for any feldspar pairs that have more than minimal solution of An in alkali feldspar. The solubilities
calculatedby Ghiorso for his model (written comm., 1987)
are similiar to those for our model up to approximately
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Fig. 2. Comparison of isotherms calculatedfrom our model with the experimental data of Seck(197la). (a) 750 "C, 1 kbar; (b)
825 "C, I kbar; (c) 900'C, 0.5 kbar. In Fig. 2c, * marks the bulk compositionof a mesoperthitehomogenizedby Morse (1969,p.

t2s).

1030 'C; above that temperature,An-Or relations become metastable with respect to assemblagesinvolving
leucite and liquid.
Comparisonof isotherrns
One way to test our model is to calculate isothermal
sectionsof the ternary-feldsparmiscibility gap and compare these with the data used to produce the model. Tie
lines were calculated using a computer program that simultaneously matches activities of the three feldspar
components.These tie lines and the isotherms they generate are compared with Seck's original data in Figures
2a-2c. ln each figure, the dashed tie lines connect coexisting feldsparsas predicted by our model; Seck'sdata are
shown connectedby solid lines. There is generally good
agreementexcept at low An contents where our model
predicts /ess miscibility at 7 50 'C and more misclbility
at 900'C than reported by Seck. Seck'scompositional
determinations for plagioclaseshould have the greatest
error in this region, so the disagreementmay be more
apparentthan real.Johannes's(1979) dalaat 800'C also
describe tie lines less steep than Seck's,but are subparallel to tie lines given by our model. Johannes'sdata sug-

gestlower solubility of An in alkali feldsparthan do Seck's
data or our model.
Also shown in Figure 2c is the bulk composition of a
mesoperthitethat Morse (1969),on the basisof homogenization experimentsand geometric constraints,considered to lie on the consolutecurve for ternary feldsparsat
0.5 kbar and 925 + 5 "C. The agreementwith our predicted consolutepoint for 0.5 kbar and 900 oCis remarkable, especiallyin view of the fact that Morse's experiments, which were of the dissolving type only, would
permit a consolutepoint at a temperaturesomewhatlower than 925'C.
We have also calculated isotherms for 1000 'C and
I 100 "C at I kbar and 5 kbar (Fig. 3) in order to test the
compatibility of the model with a number of natural ternary feldspars. These feldspars are estimated to have
crystallizedat temperaturesof 950-1 100'C and pressures
of l-7 kbar. Our model is compatible with most of these
estimates.The model of Ghiorso would require considerably higher temperatures for most of these feldspars
[his 1200'C isotherm (1984, Fig. 4) virtually coincides
with our 1000 .C isotherm in much of the region Ab >
501, whereas the thermometer of Green and Usdansky
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An

--- 5 kbor
I kbor

Fig. 3. Isotherms calculatedby our model for 1000'C and 1100'C at 1 kbar and at 5 kbar; the correspondingconsolutepoints
are shown by *. Also plotted are compositions of strongly ternary natural feldspars:L: Sybille Monzosyenite, Fuhrman (1986);
PB : Klokken Syenogabbro,
Parsonsand Brown (1983);OA: OaxacanComplex,Mora and Valley (1985);SC: ScourieComplex,
Rollinson (1982) and O'Hara and Yarwood (1978);TIG : Tigalak Intrusion, Wiebe and Wild (1983); WHC : Wyatt Harbor
Complex,Huntington (l 980).

(1986)givesdivergenttemperaturesfor eachofthe equilibria.

(pressurecoemcientsof the three thermometers are different), and (4) errors associatedwith the model. The
mole fractions of An in alkali feldspar and Or in plagioclaseare particularly sensitive to the first two sourcesof
Two-rnr,ospAR THERMoMETRy
error; this drastically affectsthe activity expressionsfor
Most of the two-feldspar geothermometersdeveloped these two components.Ghiorso (1984) acknowledged
to date are based solely on the distribution of Ab com- theseproblemsand developeda techniqueutilizing a leastponent between plagioclase and alkali feldspars-the squaresmethod to find the one temperatufe that best satequilibrium a:it : aolt".However, as pointed out by isfies all three activity equations. However, his method
Stormer (1975),Ghiorso (1984),and Green and Usdan- loses some important information, particularly a simple
sky (1986), similar equationscan be written for the Or test for equilibrium: whether the three temperaturesdeand An componentsin two coexisting feldspaars.Substi- termined from the three equilibria (Ab, An, and Or com(Eqs. I l-13) into Equa- ponents in the two feldspars)are close to each other or
tution ofthe activity expressions
tions 7-9 permits calculation of three temperatures,each can be made close by modifying the feldspar composione expressingthe equilibrium temperaturebasedon the tions within their estimated analytical error.
activity of that component. Ideally, for two feldsparsin
Green and Usdansky ( I 986) usedthe different pressure
equilibrium, these temperatureswill all be the same; in coefficientsfor each equilibrium as a barometer by dereality they rarely are, becauseof(l) analytical difficulties termining the pressureat which the differencesamong the
in determining exact feldspar compositions, (2) difficul- temperaturesare minimized. The approach is intriguing,
ties in estimating amounts of exsolution and re-equili- but unfortunately errors of 0.5 molo/ofor Or in plagioclase
bration that occurred after each feldspar crystallized or or An in alkali feldsparcan affect the calculatedoptimum
in identifying coexistingpairs when one or both feldspars pressureby 2 kbar or more. Thus we believe that it is
are zoned, (3) uncertaintiesin the estimation of pressure more valid to use independentestimatesof pressureand
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to usethe redundant temperatureinformation to evaluate tered temperatures,and (3) comparison of temperatures
the effectsof analytical uncertainty on the thermometer. for natural two-feldspar pairs with independent temperature estrmates.
The thermometerprogram
Our thermometer utilizes all the information given by
the coexisting feldspars and provides insight into how
and why different feldspar pairs give various kinds of
results.It is basedon three major assumptions:(l) the
ternary-feldsparmodel presentedabove describesthe system well; (2) feldspar can be analyzed with an overall
accuracyof +2 molo/o;(3) the samplesto which it is applied representequilibrium compositions-or nearly so.
Given theseassumptions,an equilibrium two-feldsparpair
should yield three congruent temperatures(here defined
as beingwithin -40'C of eachother)if the compositions
are allowed to vary up to 2 molo/0.The program first
calculatesequilibrium temperaturesbased on the initial
feldspar compositions and then systematically searches
at successivelylarger increments around each feldspar
composition for a pair of compositions that will minimize the sum of dffirences function

Comparing results of various feldspar thermometers
At presentthere are three diferent solution models for
ternary feldsparsand three quite different approachesfor
applying thesein thermometry. Various combinations of
the models and approachescould yield a total of nine
"feldspar thermometers"l Possibly one of the six remaining combinations will be found to be the "best" thermometer, but we leave that project to others; in the discussion that follows, unless otherwise noted, we apply
each thermometer in the way the original author(s) proposed.

Temperaturerecoveryfrom experimental feldspar pairs
Table 2 shows the results of applying our feldspar
geothermometerto the experimentsof Seck(1971a)and
oCcompositionsyield temJohannes(1979).Seck's750
peraturesthat averageabout 30'C high, the 825 "C samples yield temperatures very close to the experimental
:
f (Xo,, X oo,X o, in 2 feldspars)
temperature,and the pairs from the 900'C experiments
I l Z " o l- l Z " . l I
generatetemperatures l0 to 40 'C lower than the exper+ ll7o.l ll""ll
( 1 4 ) imental temperatures.We compare theseresultswith the
+ | 1 7 " " 1- l r " o l l .
temperaturerecovery from the preferred model of Green
In other words, the program finds two compositions close and Usdansky(1986;the "orthoclasecalibration" of their
to the original values that yield the smallest differences Table l). Their recovery of temperaturesfor the Ab and
Or equilibria is in all casesas good as-in severalcases
among the three temperaturesgiven by the three activity
equations.The details of this iteration and searchmethod better than-ours, but the An temperaturesare a different
oC and I kbar, their
story. For all but the data set at 650
are given in Appendix l. This concept of searchingfor
published An temperaturesaverage 80 to 270 "C below
an optimum tie line arbitrarily closeto the analyzedcompositions is similar but not identical to the procedure the actual temperatures.In one sense,this comparison is
unfair, for the Green-Usdansky temperaturesare for Seck's
developedfor pyroxenepairs by Davidson (Davidson and
compositions as originally reported, whereasours reflect
Lindsley, 1985, p. 402). The error in temperature,inis
apthe best fits for compositions within the estimated anathe
compositions,
of
uncertainty
cluding analytical
lytical error, i.e., +2 molo/oof the original compositions.
proximately +40'C.
However, the intent here is to compare the approaches
Although our solution model was developedusing the
(Ghiorto thermometry as well as the models; we suggestthat the
Al-avoidance model for configurational entropy
for
improved overall fit for our model shows that our apexpressions
site-mixing
we
can
substitute
so, 1984),
the ideal portions of the activity terms becausethe site- proach is the better one. The poor fit of the Green-Usmixing and Al-avoidance models are equivalent for pure dansky An temperaturesis especiallynoteworthy because
it is precisely the negativepressurecoefficient for the An
Na-Ca-K feldspars(Price, 1985).It is especiallyusefulto
equilibrium that dominatesthe pressurecalculation using
of
celsian
component
effects
include
the
be able to
their thermobarometer.
(BaAlrSirOr,Cn) for somevolcanic feldsparpairs in which
'C
When our geothermometer is applied to the 800
Cn equalsor even exceedsAn in the alkali feldspars.We
have therefore included Cn in the configurational (ideal pairs reportedby Johannes(1979), it yields concordant
activity) terms even though we lack expressionsfor the temperaturesthat average 734 "C for one pair and 770
'C for the other (Table 2). The Green-Usdansky thercontribution of Cn to the activity coefficients.Use of Cn
in our programis optional;0.01 to 0.02 mole fraction Cn mometer yields nearly concordant temperaturesthat average801 "C for the first pair and somewhat discordant
in alkali feldspar raisesthe apparent temperatureby l0temperaturesthat average836'C for the other' Johan20"c.
nes'sexperimentat 650'C yields temperaturesthat avWe have evaluated our two-feldspar thermometer by
eruge639'C for our thermometer, but rather discordant
three kinds of tests: (l) its ability to yield correct temby that of Green and Usdansky. For Seck's
model,
temperatures
to
calibrate
the
peraturesfor the experimentsused
650 'C experiments(which were omitted from our mod(2) its ability to recover original compositions and temperatures for feldspar pairs that have been deliberately eling) the original compositionsusedwith our model yield
displacedfrom compositions that give three tightly clus- Zooand ?"o,very closeto 650'C, with Io" much higher-
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Trere 2. Temperature recovery from experiments on ternary feldspars

Seck (1971a)

Johannes(1979)

rfc)

P
(kbar)

650
750
825
900
800
800
650

1
1
1
0.5
1
1
1

This study

699+
780 +
825 +
863 +
733
769
621

Greenand Usdansky(1986)

r".

Ioo

14
19
28
26

696+
779 +
825 +
863 +

11
18
23
27

730
768
641

691+
779 +
824 +
861 +
740
772
656

r""

L"

To,

11
19
23
23

665 +
760 +
811 +
885 +

21
26
22
29

770.
840.
586'

638 +
670 +
651 +
695 +

64
22
17
18

818865.
731"

638 +
736 +
826 +
917 +

(1)

(2\

Too

I^o

783862'
565'

805
819

18
17
28
23

813"
803674'

Note: (1) : Hasetronet at. (1983);(2): chiorso (1984).
- Calculated
by us. Green and Usdansky temperaturesfor Seck's data are from their paper

the last being just the opposite of the results from the
Green-Usdanskythermometer. For these feldspar pairs,
our thermometer eventually converged on congruent
temperatures that average 30-40 'C too high. Possible
explanations for the relatively poor recovery of the 650
'C temperaturesby our thermometerinclude (l)
our model
is inaccurate in this region; or (2) Seck's 650 .C experiments did not reach equilibrium. On the basis of the discussionof volumes above,Seck's650'C experimentsat
l, 5, and l0 kbar cannot c// representequilibrium; perhapsnone ofthem do.
Overall, the ability of our thermometer to recover the
experimental temperaturesis good.
Recoveryof original temperaturesfrom randomly
displacedcompositions
We have testedthe ability of our thermometer program
to convergeon consistenttemperaturesby taking pairs of
compositions that yield closely similar temperatures
(within 5 'C), randomly displacingone or both by 2 molo/o,
and allowing the program to searchfor the best answer.
In almost all casesthe program found the original compositions or pairs whosetemperaturesdiffer by only a few
degreesfrom those indicated by the original ones. The
one type of displacementfor which the original compositions and temperatures(understandably!)could not be
recoveredis that which closelycorrespondsto an equilibrium pair for a lower or higher temperature. With that
exception, the excellent recovery of the original temperatures shows the power of using the three thermometry
equations simultaneouslyto searchfor equilibrium composrtrons.
Furthermore, the deviations betweenthe original temperaturesand those initially given by the displacedcompositions provide insight into reasonswhy some natural
pairs fail to yield concordant temperatures,becauseresetting of one or both compositions by geologicprocesses
may also mimic our displacementsof the compositions.
For almost all random displacementsfrom an equilibrium pair of compositions, ?nAb
and Zo. changein the same
direction while Zo, changes,in many casesstrongly, in
the opposite direction. Thus suspiciouslyhigh or low anorthite temperaturescommonly reflect overestimation or
underestimation of An in alkali feldspar. Underestima-

tion of Or in plagioclase(as for example when exsolved
alkali feldspar is not included in the analysis) typically
yields 2". very much lower than the other two temperatures.
Resultsfrom natural feldspars
Feldspar pairs from volcanic rocks. Two-feldspar temperaturesfrom volcanic rocks are an important test ofa
thermometer because it is probable that equilibrium
compositions-if initially present-have been maintained. Analytical errors are more likely to be random,
and thus adjustments to the compositions by our thermometer should be randomly distributed. Table 3 shows
temperaturesgiven by our thermometer and by those of
Ghiorso (1984), Haselton et al. (1983), and Green and
Usdansky(1986)for a number of volcanicfeldsparpairs,
along with independent estimates of temperature given
by Fe-Ti oxide pairs where available. In most cases,the
temperaturesgiven by our thermometer compare favorably with those given by the other thermometers. Haselton et al. (1983)recommendedagainstusingtheir thermometer for feldsparsthat formed above 850 "C, where
there may be a large ternary component in one or both
of the feldspars.The results in Table 3 support their recommendation.
Feldsparpairs from the Fish Canyon Tuffare especially
interestingbecauseStormer and Whitney (1985) have
suggesteda depth of origin corresponding to approximately 9 kbar, the pressureneededto produce agreement
between two-oxide and two-feldspar temperatures (as
based on thermometers available at that time) for these
rocks. We do not take sides on this controversial issue,
but we note that our thermometer makes smaller and
more nearly random adjustmentsto the compositions for
an assumedpressureof 3 kbar as compared to either I
or 6 kbar. However, the 6-kbar to 8-kbar temperatures
indicated by our thermometer still provide the closest
match to revised oxide temperatures,so the general relationship noted by Stormer and Whitney still holds,
whateverits cause.Inclusion of celsiancomponents(which
are available for these samples)raises the feldspar temperatures by about 20 {-approximately
equal to the
effect of I kbar. If the Stormer and Whitnev barometer
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TneLe3. Comparisonof calculatedtemperaturesfor igneousternaryJeldsparpairs
P
(kbar)

Green-Usdansky

This study

Alk.

Plag.

roo

Or

To,

ron

Volcanicoairs
Carmichael(1965)
Trachyte
Ewart (1965)
lgnimbrite[750'C]
Hildreth(1979)
BishopTuff, early[720'C]
late [780'C]
Baldridgeet al. (1981)
Leucite basanite
Phonolite-tephrite

1
1

1

rnn

(1)
roo

(21
roo

849 821 832

933

799 890

857

993

0.632 0 041 0.326 0.319 0.653 0028

807 756 776

810

631 708

689

871

0.798 0.061 0.141 0.362 0.630 0.008 676 676 671
0.702 0 076 0.222 0.337 0.650 0 0 1 3 770 772 779

698
789

603 817
730 817

622
761

708
812

774 779 588
1011 1343 o/o

856
910

1086
1195

0.001 0.253 0.029 0.718 0 . 1 6 8 0 . 7 9 1 0.041 909 892 902
0.001 0.477 0.072 0.451 0.293 0.675 0.033 905 868 903

3

To,

0.654 0.073 0.273 0379 0.603 0.018

Plutonicpairs
W34-8-1monzonite(LAC)
SR-6A monzosyenite(LAC)
Klokken Syenogabbro;
Parsonsand Brown (1983)

roo

0.544 0.286 0.170 0.417 0 484 0.100
0.553 0.278 0.181 0342 0.612 0.047
0 520 0.260 0 220 0 . 3 3 0 0 . 6 1 0 0.060

789 1't46 444
863 1755 562
880 3163 608

984 984 989
884 885 921
932 932 970

>1200. 2010
>1200. 1298
>1200' 1356

:
Note: Temperaturesfrom method of Green and Usdansky (1986)were calculatedby us. (1) : Ghiorso (198a); (2) Haselton et al. (1983)' [ ] Fe-Ti
oxide temperaturesLaramie(LAC)data from Fuhrman(1986).
* Temperatureestimated from position of isotherms.

(1985)is used,it is clearlyessentialthat the effectsofCn
be taken into account.
Adjustments made by our thermometer to the compositions of volcanic feldspars are semirandom (Fuhrman, 1986, and unpub. data);in no casetestedby us is
the Or content of plagioclase,and only rarely is the An
content of alkali feldspar, decreased.With these exceptions, other adjustments are about equally likely. It is
entirely possiblethat our model slightly overestimatesOr
in plagioclaseand An in alkali feldspar; conceivablythose
phasesare able partially to purge themselves of those
componentseven in quickly cooled rocks.
Feldspar pairs from plutonic igneousrocks. When our
thermometer is applied to strongly ternary feldspar pairs
(Table 3), it yields nearly concordanttemperaturesof 90G1000 'C. The pair from the Laramie monzonite gives a
temperatureof 985 + 50 'C, which is consistentwith
two-pyroxenethermometry (980-1020 "C). These pairs

consist of highly exsolved feldspars whose integrated
compositions have large uncertainties (+4 molo/o).The
largeuncertainty in composition is partially compensated
for by the gentler slopes of the solvus for these compositions. The feldspar pair given by Parsons and Brown
(1983)generates
a temperatureof -940"C, closeto their
estimate of 950-1000 "C for crystallization temperatures
for the rocks in which the pair occurs'
The Green-Usdansky thermometer generally gives
strongly divergent temperaturesfor theseplutonic ternary
feldspars, with Ab tempertures being closest to the independent estimatesand An and Or temperaturestypically several hundreds of degreeshigher and lower, respectively.
Metamorphic feldspar pairs. Table 4 shows calculated
temperaturesusing several thermometers for metamorphic feldsparpairs from Adirondack granulite-faciesrocks.
Very few metamorphic pairs give concordant tempera-

rocks
metamorphic
for somefeldsparpairsfromgranuliteJacies
temperatures
TneLe4. Calculated
Green-Usdansky

This study

Atk.

Plag.

Ioo

To,

Io.

0722
0.796
0.808

0.014
0.017
0.030
0.010
0.008
0.014
0.013

0 242
0.193
0.205
0.273
0.270
0 183
0.178

Bohlsnand Essene(1977);calculatedfor I kbar
708
612
707
0.751
0 014
0.235
7s0
764
604
0.006
0.348
0.639
725
723
665
0.036
0.700
0.256
766
598
763
0 638
0.031
0.314
626
582
675
0.800
0 004
0.196
704
770
583
0 037
0.355
0.605
779
778
590
0.026
0.38s
0.586

0.802
0.697
0.728
0 73s
0 751

0.012
0.008
0.013
0.009
0.013

0 186
0.295
0.259
0.256
0.236

0.317
0.192
0 235
0.223
0.191

BM-15
tN-11
MM-2
sR-31

0.743
0.785
0.762
0713

sc-2
xY-g
xY-12
HA-243
HA-260
HA-309
HA-349
HA-390

Ehrhard (1986); calculatedlor 7.2 kbar
736
580
0.027
0.656
586
648
0.798
0.010
613
703
0.751
0.014
585
695
0.017
0.760
593
643
0.013
0.796

668
655
699
681
649

To,

To,

Ion

(1)

(2)

693
791
635
730
682
678
720

504
510
623
464
428
461
456

460
707
336
438
630
331
405

711
804
670
797
685
741
774

676
750
687
776
644
747
758

677
668
696
667
624

441
425
487
428
472

389
532
495
460
468

714
678
714
685
632

704
642
674
658
616

Notej IAb,Io,, Ia" from methodof Greenand usdansky(1986)calculatedby us usingtheir thermometer.(1)
(1975).

: Haseltonet al. (1983);(2): Stormer
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marized in Fuhrman, 1986). The perthites of these pairs
have been integrated, and there is a fairly regular distribution of adjustments around the original composition
for alkali feldspars.For plagioclase,however, all the compositions "require" increased Or component, implying
that some regular processor processesmay have affected
their compositions.
Appr,rcarroN, DISCUSSIoN,AND coMpARrsoN oF

PLAG

ALK

Fig.4. Distributionof adjustments
in compositions
madeby
the thermometerprogramfor feldsparpairsfrom Adirondacks
granulite-facies
metamorphicrocks. The innermosthexagon
represents
adjustments
of 0.5 mo10/o;
outwardfrom this the hexagonsrepresent
adjustments
of 1.0,1.5,and 2.0mol0/0.
Adjustmentsare madewhile alwaysholdingone mole fractionconstant.Numbersindicatefrequencyof samplesadjusted.

THERMOMETERS

Choosing a two-feldsparthermometer

Potential users of two-feldspar thermometry are faced
with a number of possible thermometers calibrated in
recentyears:Haseltonet al. (1983);Ghiorso(1984);Green
and Usdansky(1986); and the one presentedhere. The
thermometers based on ternary formulations should be
inherently preferableto the double-binary formulation of
Haselton et al. for feldsparsthat have more than trivial
amounts of the third component. For severalreasons,we
tures with our thermometer; fo, tends to be lower than
believe that our ternary formulation is superior to those
the other temperatures,although Zooand ?"o"are generof Ghiorso and of Green and Usdansky. By acceptingthe
ally similar. We assumethat loo reflects an equilibrium
experimental data of Seck as tabulated (Seck, 1971a,
temperature but that Zo. may have been affectedby loss
l97lb), those workers were forced to employ a negative
of Or from plagioclasein these slowly cooled rocks. ?"Ab
term for excessentropy on the An-Or join. That negative
is close to that given by Haselton et al. (1983), hardly
term greatly restricts the amount of ternary solution calsurprising inasmuch as the two thermometers are based
culated for temperatures at and above 1000 "C, where
on the same binary parameters.Temperaturesfor these
both natural and synthetic systemsshow extensive solumetamorphic rocks using the Green-Usdanskythermomtion. Our model incorporates the extensivevolume data
eter are less satisfactoryi Tet is generally 20-40 "C lower
of Kroll et al. (1986),which show distinct negativevolthan for the other thermometers(hencewithin uncertainumes of mixing for both the An-Or join and ternary feldty), but Zo" and 2". both tend to be much lower, by 100spars.The large positive volumes calculated for the An200.c.
Or join from Seck's polybaric experiments (Green and
We emphasize that it is essential to reintegrate the
Usdansky, 1986)are clearly inappropriate and should not
compositions of plagioclasesas well as those of the alkati
be used. The poor recovery of anorthite temperaturesby
feldsparsin order to obtain consistent temperaturesfor
the Green-Usdanskymodel (7"" : 531 'C at 5 kbar, 380
these and other deep-seatedrocks. For many such pairs,
"C at l0 kbar) for the 650 "C experimentsusedto calibrate
it is likely that there has been some re-equilibration or
their model (Green and Usdansky, 1986; their Table l)
other modification of compositions after peak temperaprobably reflects the deleterious effect of these volume
tures werereached.Possiblechangesin composition could
terms.
be due to internal and/or granule exsolution or perhaps
to alkali exchangewith a fluid phase.Suchchangesshould
be reflected in the directions that the compositions tend Thermobarometryusing two feldspars?
to be adjusted using our thermometer. For alkali feldAlthough eachofthe three equilibria for coexistingfeldspars,the major processis the exsolutionof Ab-rich pla- sparshas a different pressurecoefficient,we strongly caugioclase. It is now an accepted practice to reintegrate tion against using two feldspars for simultaneous therexsolved perthites in order to estimate original compo- mometry and barometry (Green and Usdansky, 1986),
sitions(Bohlenand Essene,1977).However,somework- becausesmall errors in composition have a very large
ers appear to ignore exsolved K-rich feldspar in plagio- effect in the apparent pressure.Furthermore, most of the
claseeven in caseswhere it can still be recognized.Quite potential barometric information in the Green-Usdansky
clearly such obviously exsolved plagioclasesshould be thermobarometer lies in the negative pressurecoefrcient
reintegrated,but users of our thermometer (or any ther- of ?"o".As outlined above, however, the ability of their
mometer basedon a ternary model) should also look for model to recover Zo" values for the S-kbar and lO-kbar
evidenceof external granule exsolution ofalkali feldspar experimentsusedto calibrate the model is distinctly poor.
from plagioclaseand take that into account as well. Fig- Thus, apparent pressurescalculated for the calibrating
ure 4 shows the directions and amounts that composi- experimentsthemselveswould be seriouslyin error.
tions have been adjusted by our thermometer for 25
The examplesof thermobarometry presentedby Green
metamorphic pairs from the Adirondacks (Bohlen and and Usdansky (1986) are very striking. Their example
Essene,1977;,Ehrhard,1986;the original data are sum- from Little Glass Mountain Rhyolite (their Fig. l) shows
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the +2 molo/oanalytical error, the geothermometerprogram finds two feldspar compositions that yield temperatures whose sum of differencesVV) of Eq. l4l is less
than 80,-that is, the highestand lowest temperatwes are
within -40 "C of each other, well within the estimated
uncertainties of the thermometer and model-it is reasonable to conclude that the feldspar compositions representequilibrium. In this case,the temperatureaccepted
for the rock should be the mean of the three temperatures, with an error of 30-50 "C that will include all three
temperatures.
Close-to-equilibrium pair: two concordant temperatures, one different by -100 "C. In many cases,two of
the activity equations yield concordant temperatures,
while the third yields a temperature about 100 "C higher
or lower. As mentioned above, Zo, is quite sensitive to
An content of alkali feldspar and Io. to Or content in
plagioclase.Usually it is one of these temperaturesthat
is discordant, indicating a probable error in the determination of the "minor" ternary component in either
plagioclaseor alkali feldspar. A common example from
plutonic rocks is the caseof perthite (whosecomposition
has beencarefully reintegrated)that is said to coexist with
plagioclase having a small reported Or content (l-2
mol0/o).Such pairs invariably give either two concordant
temperatures (if the plagioclaseis not too far from its
equilibrium composition) or three discordant temperatures (if even the 2 molo/ovariation allowed doesnot yield
an equilibrium composition for the plagioclase).For the
casewhere two temperaturesare approximatelyequal and
the third is -100 "C ofl the temperature taken for the
rock should be the mean of the two concordant temperatures,but the feldspar pair should be re-examined carefully in an attempt to explain the discordanceof the third.
Another possible cause of discordant temperatures is a
serious error in estimating pressure,but the error would
have to be larger than severalkilobars to have much effect.
Nonequilibrium pair : discordanttemperatures.There
are three generalcaseswhere the three temperaturesare
all significantly different. The first is where Zoo lies between Io" and Io. and the differencebetween the latter
two is less than 500 "C. In this case,the orientation of
the tie line (which dominates ZoJ may be close to equiUse of our two-feldsparthermometer
librium; however, the more sensitive Zon and To, ate
We emphasizethat the thermometer presentedhere (or thrown offby relatively small errors in composition. Here
any ternary-feldspar thermometer) should not be used the temperature Z^o can be taken as that of the rock, but
the user should try to understandwhy the other two temwithout an understandingof the method and the implications of the results.The thermometer yields three gen- peraturesare offand, for plutonic feldspars,should proberal classesof results, designatedby the relationship in- ably try estimating possible granule exsolution or alkali
exchangeand input new compositions reflectingtheseesferred for the original feldspars:( I ) equilibrium pair, Z^o =
To" = Toi (2) close-to-equilibrium pair, T, = T, + To; timates to seeif they give more reasonableand concorand (3) nonequilibrium pair, TAb + T^n + 7o.. In the dant temperatures.
In the secondcase,the range between the highest and
discussionthat follows, the reader should bear in mind
that Z^ois controlled mainly by the orientation (rotation) lowest temperaturesis also lessthan 500 "C, but 7"oodoes
of the tie line, whereasIo" and To, are dominated by the not lie between Zo" and Zo.. In many such cases,Zoois
width and position of the two-feldspar field.
the highest and probably reflects a close-to-equilibrium
Equilibrium pair : concordanttemperatures.If, within
orientation of the tie line; but as described above, 7o.

the three feldspar temperaturesconverging at about 2.2
kbar to a temperaturevery closeto that indicated by FeTi oxides. At first glance,this result provides support for
the idea of using their model for thermobarometry, becauseindependent estimates of pressureare around 3.2
kbar (Mertzman and Williams, 198l). However, the feldspar compositions used by Green and Usdansky to produce their Figure I are evidently the representativeanalysesof Mertzmanand Williams (1981;sample33P,Table
3). The plagioclasecomposition appearsto be that of a
rim, but the sanidine plots well within a cluster of points
(Fig. 4 of Merlzman and Williams) and is most unlikely
to have been in equilibrium with the plagioclase.Use of
the probablerim composition (the most Ab-rich sanidine)
in the Green-Usdansky thermobarometer yields a poor
convergenceat approximately 725 "C and - I kbar, much
less satisfactory than those workers obtained using the
apparentlynonequilibrium pair (1986; their Fig. l). In
contrast, it is interesting to note that when the compositions used by Green and Usdansky are allowed to vary
(that is, using their model but our approach to thermometry), the sanidine composition moves toward the inferred rim composition, and the resultant temperature
(calculatedfor 3.2 kbar) is in excellentagreementwith the
temperature independently estimated by Mertzman and
Williams (1981).Clearlythe Green-Usdanskymodel is a
better thermometer than barometer for this example!
The agreementbetween temperaturesinferred for the
Bishop Tuff using two-oxide thermometry by Green and
Usdanskyusing only their two-feldsparthermobarometer
(1986, Fig. 2a) and those from two-oxide thermometry
(Hildreth, 1977) is impressive. However, their inferred
range of pressure(2.5 to 6.5 kbar; their Fig. 2b) is less
well constrainedand is marginally higher than the pressure
rangeestimatedby Hildreth (1.5 to 5 kbar). It is true that
Stormerand Whitney (1985)inferred pressuresof 4 to 6
kbar for the Bishop Tuff using their two-oxide, two-feldsparbarometer,but thosepressuresare controversial.Furthermore, application of the Stormer-Whitney technique
using our feldspar thermometer, together with an improved oxide thermometer,yields pressuresof 2 to 3 kbar
(Grunderet al., 1987),much closerto Hildreth's original
estrmates.
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and ?"A,are low becausecompositions may not quite be
on the solvus at Zoo.When Zoois the lowest temperature,
it is probable that the orientation ofthe tie line has been
strongly affectedby some postcrystallizationprocessand
Ioo does not reflect an equilibrium temperature.In these
cases,the thermometer should not be used without an
attempt to determine why or how the tie line has been
rotated and which temperature is closestto representing
the equilibrium value.
The third caseof three discordanttemperaturesis where
the difference between the highest and lowest temperatures is greaterthan 500'C. Such a feldsparpair is nowhere near being in equilibrium-most likely the orientation of the tie lines, which dominates Zoo,is inconsistent
with the model at geologicallyreasonabletemperatures.
Wildly discordant temperatureswill also be generatedby
feldspar pairs that plot on the same side of the consolute
curve, as is the casefor some pairs given by Mora and
Valley (1985)where plagioclasehaving very little Or cooccurs with ternary feldspars. These pairs are strongly
incompatible with the model and therefore give unlikely
and discordant temperatures.For pairs that give very discordant temperatures,the user should comparethem with
the isotherms to verify that they lie on opposite sides of
the consolute curve. Ifthey do, but still give very discordant temperatures,one should consider the possibility of
magma mixing or incorporation of xenoliths in igneous
rocks and should look for evidenceofdisequilibrium such
as resorbedrims or overgrowths.
CoNcr,usroi.,rs
The model presentedhere representsan improvement
over existing solution models for ternary feldspars.When
usedfor two-feldsparthermometry, it givesconsistentand
reasonabletemperaturesboth for feldsparpairs with nearly
binary compositions and for feldspars with substantial
ternary component. Perhaps one of the most practical
usesof this model and thermometer is as a test for equilibrium betweenco-occurringfeldspars.The relative successof this model is permissive evidence that the 750900 'C experimentsof Seck(l97la) closelyapproached
equilibrium. Our model should also be useful in modeling the crystallization of ternary feldsparsfrom hot, dry
melts; it is much more successfulfor such feldsparsthan
are the models of Ghiorso (1984) and of Green and Usdansky(1986).The thermometerof Greenand Usdansky
generallygives good temperaturesin its range of calibration (650-900 "C) and at relatively low pressures.It is not
appropriate for strongly ternary feldspars,and-because
it uses volume terms now known to be in conflict with
measuredvolumes-it shouldnot be usedas a barometer.
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oF THERMoMETRY
1. DnscnrprroN
PROGRAM MTHERM3

The thermometer program calculatesthree temperatures'one
for each activity equation (Eqs. 7-9) for any given two co-occurring feldspars.The program searchesin hexagonsof increasing radius around the original compositions until either the sum
ofdifferences(seeEq. 14) is smaller than that requested,or until
the limits of analytical uncertainty have been reached(2 mo10/o)'
The hexagonsare madeby holding one componentconstantwhile
the other two components are changed(seeprogram lines 250
to 3 10 and 700 to 800). The program flagsthe compositions that
give temperatureswith the smallest sum of diferences and updates thesecompositions as smaller sums are encountered'The
order of searchis as follows: plagioclasecomposition is changed
by 0.5 molo/0,then by 1.0 mol0/0,then by 1.5 mol0/0,and finally
by 2.0 mol0/0,while alkali feldspar is first unchangedand then
varied in stepsof 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,and 2.0 molo/o'This
successively
process continues until every combination of plagioclaseand
alkali feldspar compositions from the original ones to 2 molo/o
away from the original compositions has been searchedthrough
or until the lower limit ofsum ofdifferencesrequestedis reached.
When the searchis completed, the program prints out the most
concordanttemperatures,and the compositionsusedto calculate
thesetemperatures.
Where celsiarrcontents of the feldsparsare known' that information should be used in the thermometer; our program has an
option for including Cn. Although our model has no information
on the effectof Cn on the activity coefrcients of the other components,we have usedthe site-mixingapproachofPrice (1985)
to expressthe contribution of Cn to the ideal activities of those
components. Cn is exceptedfrom the permutations of composition describedabove.
Those
We will provide listings of BASrcprogram MTHERM3.
who would like copies of the program (for IBM-PC and compatible computers) should send a formatted 5.25-in. diskette.
The compiled program is approximately 9 kilobytes long; it requires approximately the same amount of memory to run' All
requestsshould be addressedto Lindsley.

